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AQUARIUS full Moon

August often brings a distinct change in both the
weather and the general
energy of the year. We
are past the midpoint of
2022 and the seasons are
shifting.
Extreme
weather is often seen at
this time of year as patterns start to change from hot to
cold, or cold to hot. These extremes are becoming more intense
due to climate change. August is
often windy and these changes are
reflected within us.
This Full Moon activates Saturn
and Uranus which are closing in
towards another square in October. Though this aspect does not
reach exactness, it is tightening
and producing tension.
The fixed grand cross in this chart
involving Sun, Moon, Saturn, Uranus and the Nodal Axis plus Mars
is a powerful sign that feelings
and passions are intense now.
Fixed signs can be intractable.
Uranus is more than half way
through its seven year sojourn in
fixed earth sign Taurus, where it
has been shaking up financial systems and urging us to address en-

vironmental issues. This Full
Moon could press a lot of buttons
and foreshadows passionate exchanges and the potential for protests about a range of issues.
With Saturn as the old ruler of
Aquarius, and Uranus the modern
ruler, the argument between traditional approaches (Saturn) versus
new futuristic models (Uranus) is
likely to be front and centre.

2023 edition now in stock

Gift idea

Order your 2023 calendar available now Hard copy or download.

CHARTS IN THE NEWS
USA’S PLUTO RETURN
The news from the US each day seems to get worse.
The country appears to be on a downward spiral.
Founded on 4 July 1776, Pluto was then located at
27CP33. Pluto has now completed one full revolution and is returning to that position this year.
The US has three hits of this Pluto Return. The first
exact hit was in February (outer wheel below)
which coincided with a passionate Venus-Mars conjunction, also in Capricorn, sign of the establishment and most associated with government.

ings and beginnings. Change is inevitable. Will
Pluto’s Return spark much needed cultural change?
Pluto transits often take us to our lowest ebb before
initiating a rebirth.
Last month the second exact hit of the Pluto Return
came along and the third will be in December. (See
charts on page 7)
At the time of this first hit, Neptune was opposing
its 1776 position. Now at 22 Pisces, Neptune was at
22 Virgo in 1776. Neptune has travelled one and a
half times through the zodiac since US Independence.

Every day in the US people die in mass shootings
yet nothing is being done to stop the violence.
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court has decided that
abortion is no longer legal. What about the right of
the living to live?

Neptune in Pisces has muddied the waters. Over
recent years we’ve seen the advent of ‘fake news’
and a host of conspiracy theories that have caused
mass confusion. Many people were misled by people like Donald Trump, who was born with stationary Neptune, and who embodies some of the
stranger aspects of Neptune.

Pluto is known for its revolutionary impact, in fact
the word ‘revolution’ comes from the orbital return
of planets like Pluto, that foster systemic change.

That Neptune features in these Pluto Return charts
adds another layer of confusion and the potential
for the continued spread of misinformation.

Pluto’s main theme is about death and rebirth, end-

Continued page 7…
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virgo new Moon
Virgo is a contemplative
sign, analytical, introverted and thoughtful.
This Virgo New Moon
however is unlikely to go
under the radar.
The Sun and Moon are
making a very tight
square to Mars in action packed
Gemini, generating a great deal of
restlessness and movement.
Mercury is the ruling planet of both
Virgo and Gemini and it’s sitting on
the fence in Libra, having an eachway bet on the outcome of this debate. But Libra is also a cardinal
sign and therefore keen to take action. I suspect there will be a lot of
heated words around this New
Moon as we try to reach consensus.

Uranus stations retrograde a couple
of days before this New Moon, and
is engaged with the Nodal axis,
plus the Saturn-Uranus square is
tightening further. These aspects
suggest tension is building. Ceres,
earth goddess of grain and crops,
who has a symbolic link to Virgo,
sits with Venus, Libra’s ruler and
they are now tied into the SaturnUranus-Nodes fixed grand cross.

The Uranus station may hold the
key to how these aspects play out.
A sudden release of energy that releases pent up tension is suggested.
Hygiea is also connected into this
scenario, closely aligned with the
South Node. This New Moon, while
volatile, may also bring about opportunities to clear the air, deep
seated healing and a fresh start.

The Test of Time

The Sacred Dance of

Exploring Stationary Planets

Venus and Mars
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Watch interview

Watch interview

How should we interpret motionless planets?
What kinds of challenges and opportunities do
they symbolise?
Packed with a host of fascinating case histories of
well-known people and events, The Test of Time
documents the phenomenon of stationary planets, including a range of dwarf planets and asteroids.

Place an order

This book details my research into the 32year cycle of Venus and Mars.
The symbolic connection between the celestial lovers is mirrored by their interaction as
metals copper (Venus) and iron (Mars). This
passionate exchange creates life on this planet and has immense impact across social settings and generations.

Place an order

The Usa pluto return cont...
Neptune’s orbit is 165 years long. The last
time Neptune was in Pisces and opposing
the 1776 position was around 1860 when
Abraham Lincoln was elected, just before
the American Civil War. Lincoln was a Republican, elected on a platform to abolish
slavery. How far have Republican standards and values sunk since that time?
States that opposed abolition joined forces and
fought a bloody Civil War which they lost. Slavery
was abolished, and yet there is still racial tension and
injustice today.
After the recent Supreme Court ruling on abortion, a
host of US states are trying to uphold the right to
abortion, while a bunch of other states are banning it.
State v State once more.

By the time the last hit of Pluto’s Return comes along
in December this year, Neptune will once again be
located at 22 Pisces.
Mercury will be stationary on 29 December and make
a conjunction to Pluto just when Pluto returns and
Neptune is once more opposing Neptune. The Moon
and Juno will combine with Neptune.
Whatever transpires, much needs to change in the
US. There are many social issues; minimum wages
are very low and poverty is widespread, yet billions
are spent on defence systems and weapons. The education and health systems are clearly in need of reform too. Pluto’s Return is bringing these matters to a
head. In about seven years time Uranus will return to
its 1776 position once more too, perhaps then we will
see the light of a better future for all its people.

The Zodiac

Order your
2023 calendar now…

Organiser
~~~
Keep all your ideas, plans, dreams and
doodles together in this easy to use
Zodiac Organiser.
Divided into 12 sections, one for each
sign of the zodiac, you’ll find a place for
every aspect of your life.
From Affirmations to Adventure, from
Gardening to Gift Ideas, Home to
Health, there is a spot for everything.
Best of all, it will be easy to find your
notes again later when you need them!
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Astrology Calendar
My Books
The Zodiac Organiser
Astrology Articles

Place an order
$19.95 plus postage
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